M edical data mining has enormous potential for exploring the hidden patterns in the data sets of the medical domain. These patterns can be utilized by the physicians to improve clinical diagnosis. Feature subset selection is one of data preprocessing step, which is of immense importance in the field of data mining. As a part of feature subset selection step of data preprocessing, a filter approach with genetic algorithm (GA) and Correlation based feature selection has been used in a cascaded fashion. GA rendered global search of attributes with fitness evaluation effected by CFS. Experimental results signify that the feature subset recognized by the proposed filter GA+CFS, when given as input to five classifiers, namely decision tree, Naïve Bayes, Bayesian, Radial basis function and k-nearest neighbor classifiers showed enhanced classification accuracy. Experiments have been carried out on four medical data sets publicly available at UCI.
INTRODUCTION
Data M ining is the non-trivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information about data [1] . In medical and health care areas, due to the availability of computers, a large amount of data is becoming accumulated. Such a large amount of data cannot be processed by the medical experts in a short time, to make diagnosis, prognosis and treatment schedules. Extracting useful knowledge for the diagnosis and treatment of disease from the database increasingly becomes necessary. M edical data mining has enormous potential for exploring the hidden patterns in the data sets of the medical domain. Data preprocessing is a significant step in the knowledge discovery process, since quality decisions must be based on quality data. Data preprocessing includes data cleaning, data integration, data transformation and data reduction [1] . Quality of the data in the medical database enhances the quality of medical diagnosis. The goal of data reduction/ feature subset selection is to find a minimum set of attributes such that the resulting probability distribution of the data classes is as close as possible to the original distribution obtained using all attributes. M ining on the reduced set of attributes has following benefits.
It reduces the number of attributes appearing in the discovered patterns, helping to make the patterns easier to understand. It enhances the classification accuracy. It reduces classifier-learning time.
This paper presents use of multivariate filters, which uses GA with CFS as fitness evaluator. The relevant features are provided as input to five classifiers. The results clearly show the enhanced classification by providing the features selected by proposed filter. Section 2 discusses wrapper and filter feature selection methods for both supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms. . Section 3 describes Genetic search algorithm (GA) and Correlation based feature selection (CFS) as subset evaluating mechanism for GA. Performance metrics and dataset used is described in section 4 followed by results and conclusions in section 5 and 6 respectively.
FEATURE SELECTION
Feature selection is a process that selects pertinent features as a subset of original features. Feature selection is one of the important and frequently used techniques in data preprocessing for data mining. In real-world situations, relevant features are often unknown a priori. Hence feature selection is a must to identify and remove are irrelevant/redundant features. It can be applied in both unsupervised and supervised learning.
Feature selection in unsupervised learning
The objective of feature selection for unsupervised learning is to find the smallest feature subset that best uncovers clusters form data according to the preferred criterion [2] . Feature selection in unsupervised learning is much harder problem, due to the absence of class labels. Feature selection for clustering is the task of selecting significant features for the underlying clusters [3] . Feature selection for unsupervised learning can be subdivided into filter methods and wrapper methods. Filter methods in unsupervised learning are defined as using some intrinsic property of the data to select feature without utilizing the clustering algorithm [2] . Entropy measure has been used as filter method for feature selection for clustering [4] . Wrapper approaches in unsupervised learning apply unsupervised learning algorithm to each candidate feature subset and then evaluate the feature subset by criterion functions that utilize the Asha Gowda Karegowda 
Feature selection in s upe rvised learning
In supervised learning, feature selection aims to maximize classification accuracy [6] . It is easier to select features for classification/supervised learning than for clustering, since the classification uses class label information. Though domain experts can eliminate few of the irreverent attributes, selecting the best subset of features usually requires a systematic approach. Feature selection method generally consists of four steps described below [7] .
(a) Generate candidate subset: The original feature set contains n number of features, the total number of competing candidate subsets to be generated is 2n , which is a huge number even for medium-sized n. Subset generation is a search procedure that produces candidate feature subsets for evaluation based on a certain search strategy. The search strategy is broadly classified as complete/exhaustive (eg. Breadth first search, Branch & bound, beam search, best first), heuristic (forward selection, backward selection, forward and backward selection), and random search (Las Vegas algorithm (LVW), genetic algorithm (GA), Random generation plus sequential selection (RGSS), simulated annealing (SA)).
(b) Subset evaluation function to evaluate the subset generated in the previous step (generate candidate subset) by using filter/ wrapper approach. Filter and Wrapper approach differ only in the way in which they evaluate a subset of features. The filter approach (information gain, gain ratio, CFS, Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Chi-square Feature Evaluation) is independent of the learning induction algorithm. Wrapper strategies for feature selection use an induction algorithm to estimate the merit of feature subsets. Wrappers often achieve better results than filters due to the fact that they are tuned to the specific interaction between an induction algorithm and its training data. Filters are described in section 2.2.1 and wrappers are described in section 2.2.2.
(c) Stopping Condition: Since the number of subsets can be enormous, some sort of stopping criterion is necessary. Stopping criteria may be based on a generation procedure/ evaluation function.
Stopping criteria based on generation procedure include:
Whether a predefined number of features are selected Whether a predefined number of iterations reached. Stopping criteria based on an evaluation function can be:
Whether addition (or deletion) of any feature does not produce a better subset Whether an optimal subset according to some evaluation function is obtained.
(d) Validation procedure to check whether the feature subset selected is valid. Usually the result of original feature set is compared with the feature selected by filters/wrappers as input to some induction algorithm using artificial/real-world datasets.
Another approach for validation is to use different feature selection algorithm to obtain relevant features and then compare the results by using classifiers on each relevant attribute subset. The above four steps are shown in the figure 1.
The Filter Approach for Feature Selection
The filter approach actually precedes the actual classification process. The filter approach [ figure 2 ], is independent of the learning induction algorithm, computationally simple fast and scalable. The filter method uses the intrinsic prosperities of data and the target class to be learned for feature selection. Some of these filter methods do not perform feature selection but only provide ranking to features, hence they are combined with search method when one needs to find out the appropriate number of attributes. Such filters are often used with forward selection, backward elimination, bi-directional search, best-first search, genetic search and other methods [8] [9] [10] .
FOCUS algorithm used forward selection strategy carries out exhaustive search until it finds a minimal combination of features .It is limited to binary, noise-free data [11] . A continuous extension of FOCUS is C-FOCUS is developed to deal with discrete and continuous features [12] . Kira and Rendell [13] described a statistical feature selection algorithm called RELIEF that uses instance based learning to assign a relevance weight to each Feature, which is to denote the relevance of the feature to the target. High order information gain has been used for feature selection [14] . The PRESET algorithm [3] is heuristic feature selector that uses the theory of Rough sets to heuristically rank the features in noise-free binary domain. The Selection Construction and Ranking using Attribute Pattern (SCRAP) [15] is an instance based filter approach; uses sequential search to identify the features that change at the decision boundaries and include them in the feature sub set. The decision tree has been used as filter 
The Wrapper Approach for Feature Selection
Wrapper model approach uses the method of classification itself to measure the importance of features set; hence the feature selected depends on the classifier model used. Wrapper methods generally result in better performance than filter methods because the feature selection process is optimized for the classification algorithm to be used.
However, wrapper methods are too expensive for large dimensional database in terms of computational complexity and time since each feature set considered must be evaluated with the classifier algorithm used [7] [9] [10] . The working of wrapper approach is shown in figure 3.
PROPOSED METHOD 3.1 Genetic Algorithms
GA is a stochastic general search method, capable of effectively exploring large search spaces, which is usually required in case of attribute selection. Further, unlike many search algorithms, which perform a local, greedy search, GAs performs a global search. The Gas simulates the processes in natural systems for evolutions based on the principle of "survival of the fittest" given by Charles Darwin [18] .
A genetic algorithm mainly composed of three operators: reproduction, crossover, and mutation. Reproduction selects good string (subset of input attributes); crossover combines good strings to try to generate better offspring's; mutation alters a string locally to attempt to create a better string. The string consists of binary bits: 1 to represent selection of attribute else 0 to drop that attribute. In each generation, the population is evaluated and tested for termination of the algorithm. If the termination criterion is not satisfied, the population is operated upon by the three GA operators and then re-evaluated. This process is repeated for specified number of generation.
The Fitness Function
In this paper WEKA GA is used as search method with CFS as subset evaluating mechanism (fitness function). The features selected by filter GA-CFS have been experimented with five classifiers. The proposed method is shown in figure 4 .
The downside of univariate filters for eg information gain is, it does not account for interactions between features, which is overcome by multivariate filters for eg CFS. CF S evaluates the worth of a subset of attributes by considering the individual predictive ability of each feature along with the degree of redundancy between them. Correlation coefficient is used to estimate correlation between subset of attributes and the target class label, as well as inter-correlations between the features. Relevance of a group of features grows with the correlation between features and classes, and decreases with growing intercorrelation [8] . CFS is used to determine the best feature subset and can be combined with search strategies such as forward selection, backward elimination, bi-directional search, best-first search and genetic search. Equation for CFS is given is equation 1. Authors have GA as search method with CFS as fitness function.
Where rzc is the correlation between the summed feature subsets and the class variable, k is the number of subset features, rzi is the average of the correlations between the subset features an the class variable, and rii is the average inter-correlation between subset features [8] . 
Performance metrics
The evaluation is based on a set of performance metrics. For the multiclass problem two common approach which extends the binary classifiers to handle multiclass problems are one-against-rest (1-r) approach and one-against-one( 1-1) approach. Consider a multiclass problem with m classes. Y = { y1,y2, ….. ym}. With m-class problem, in one-against-rest approach, the multiclass problem is decomposed no m binary problems. For each class yj, all instances belonging to yj are considered as positive example, while remaining instances , belonging to other classes , are considered negative examples. In one-against-one approach, m(m-1)/2 binary classifiers are constructed between a pair of classes ,(yk yj). While constructing a binary classifier with class yk and yj , the instances which do not belong to yk or yj are neglected [20] .
A receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve is a graphical approach for displaying the tradeoff between TP rate and FP rate of a classifier. The area under the ROC curve is the measure of accuracy of the model. The model w ith the perfect accuracy will have an area of 1. The model, which performs random guessing or has less accuracy, has area closer to 0.5. Further the Root mean squared error, Relative absolute error, Root relative squared error and M ean absolute error has been computed.
RESULTS
As a part of feature selection step the multivariate filter: Genetic algorithm with Correlation based feature selection as subset evaluating mechanism has been used with four medical datasets from the UCI M achine Learning Repository: Pima Indians Diabetes , Heart Statlog , Breast Cancer and Dermatology dataset. For GA, population size is 20, number of generation is Best feature selected Yes 20, crossover rate is 0.6 and mutation rate is 0.033. The number of relevant features selected by proposed filter GA with CFS for the four medical dataset is shown in table 1. The five Weka classifiers Decision tree C3.4, Naïve bayes, K-NN, RBF and Bayesian classifier has been tested on four medical datasets from the UCI M achine Learning Repository using the relevant feature as identified by the proposed filter. Weka version j4.8 of C4.5 decision tree has been used. K-NN was experimented with different values of K neighbors. K value corresponding to best accuracy of KNN is shown in tables. For RBF ,K-means clustering algorithm has been used to obtain k basis functions for each class.
Experiment results show that by employing feature subset selection enhances the classification accuracy of all the five classifier for diabetic dataset. Table 1 illustrates the improvement in classification accuracy of the five classifiers on four medical dataset as result of feature selection. For heart statlog dataset, classification accuracy of DT , Bayesian classifier remained same with all inputs as well as with relevant features as identified by proposed filter, which illustrates the fact that elimination of 6 irrelevant features did not worsen the classification accuracy. Further for Breast cancer dataset the classification accuracy of Naïve Bayes, RBF and K-NN was substantially improved. The removal of 4 irreverent attributes did not worsen the classification accuracy of Bayesian classifier. Exceptional case found was the classification accuracy of DT or breast cancer dataset with reduced features as input declined by 2%. ROC area clearly illustrates the substantial improvement in classification accuracy. The objective of the paper is not to find best classifier, instead to illustrate the significance of feature selection. The experiment results clearly show an appreciable improvement in accuracy for KNN, followed by for RBF and Naïve Bayes classifier. There was not major improvement in classification accuracy of Bayesian classifier, but it was noted that the reduction in irrelevant attribute did not decrease the accuracy of classifier. The behavior of DT was different for the all the three dataset. The TP rate, FP rate, Precision, Recall and F-measure for the five classifier with all inputs and reduced inputs by proposed filter for the diabetic, heart and breast cancer medical dataset is shown in table 3,5 and 7 respectively. Further the Root means squared error, relative absolute error, root relative squared error, mean absolute and ROC area for the five classifier using all inputs and inputs selected by proposed filter for diabetic, heart and breast cancer medical dataset is shown in table 2,4 and 6 respectively.
For the multiclass dataset, Dermatology, one-against-rest (1-r) approach has been used for estimate the performance metrics. The predictor error measure for Dermatology dataset is shown in Table 8 . Table 9 shows how TP Rate, FP Rate, precision, recall, F-measure and Roc area is computed considering 6 binary classifiers. For the dermatology data, the relevant attributes identified by GA_CFS have indeed improved classification accuracy of RBF, DT, NB and K-NN. Further the performance of Bayesian does not decrease with the relevant attributes as input by proposed filter. The high value of F-measure for all the dataset except for breast cancer dataset proves both the precision and recall are reasonably high.
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed filter, GA with CFS as subset -evaluating mechanism has been experimented with four medical datasets. While GA ensures global search, CFS results in reduced feature subset. In addition CFS is highly correlated with the class have low intercorrelation. The experimental results clearly illustrate that the proposed filter GA_CFS improves classification accuracy of Naïve bayes, K-NN and RBF classifier for all the four medical dataset. The Bayesian classifier performance did not improve appreciably, neither did not decline with less number of relevant inputs provided by GA_CFS. The performance of DT improved for diabetic and dermatology dataset, remained same for heart statlog dataset, but marginally decreased for breast cancer dataset.
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